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Accomplishments
●

Recruited Taste Testers

●

Wrote Surveys for taste testers

●

Designed roasting parameters using Minitab

●

Collected data using surveys

Recruiting method
The community surrounding the chocolate lab is very inclusive and close;
recruiting taste testers was a breeze. I sent an email to chocolate lab aﬃliates
and had plenty of volunteers willing to participate in the research.

Design of Experiments
Four factors were in question for the cocoa bean
roasting:
Ramp temperature: The set temperature until beans
reach plateau temperature
Plateau Temperature: Temperature in which beans are
roasted.
Time at plateau: Duration from when beans ﬁrst hit plateau
temperature to start of cool time.
Cool time: Set time that beans have to rotate in roaster after heat
turned oﬀ (anticipated to have least eﬀect on products of maillard
reaction).

Survey One
The ﬁrst survey could not support the focus
of the project because it couldn’t compare each
roast directly to the next. It was realized that
before comparing types of ﬂavors between
various roasts, it would be best to determine if
there is a large diﬀerence in strength of ﬂavor
in the ﬁrst place. It was then decided that the
survey should include a separate part to
directly compare the strength of aroma, and
Strength of ﬂavor of the two batches to later see if
more ﬂavor was related to a higher amount of
polysaccharides.

Survey Two
This survey was used to collect qualitative data from
the roasts and then compare with the results from the
extractions. The plan was to add a qualitative response
to the quantitative data obtained from extracting the
products of the Maillard reaction using the same batches
of cocoa beans respectively.

Taste Testing Tactics
Here is the Bolivian chocolate ﬂavour proﬁle from the 2019 Cocoa of
Excellence Programme. This is an example of how chocolate is
professionally evaluated by judges. It shows a wheel of all the
ﬂavors present in the chocolate, along with the strength of
said ﬂavors. Each ﬂavor wheel was accompanied by a chart
of the characteristics of the bean inside the chocolate. Some of
the things that were measured include: roast temperature, roast
time, fat content, moisture content.

Future Recommendations
●

Designing the surveys to obtain usable data proved to be the most
challenging part of the project. After gathering the ﬁrst bit of data from
taste testers, I realized that I needed to write a new survey. Before
gathering data from the new survey, the pandemic struck and did not
allow for data collection.

●

It is very important to communicate clearly with your faculty member in
order to make sure you’re headed in the right direction.
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